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leta stetter hollingworth: champion of the psychology of ... - leta stetter hollingworth: champion of the
psychology of women and gifted children ... thought of him just then. it made mamma angry too i think, ...
hollingworth, 1906, as cited in h. l. hollingworth, 1943, p. 72) leta began her writing career with a series of
short stories, relative effectiveness of certain forms - 3 hollingworth , h. l. the psychology of the audience,
(new york, 1935.) supports the accusation that our experi-mental evidence is not as impressive as it might be.
he attempts to collect all of the data and experiments that have ... of thought are constantly at variance— ...
history of psychology (psychology 351) - • to recognize the role of women and people of color in the
history of psychology, both as researchers and as subjects of research. • to recognize history’s constructed
nature and limitations. • to learn about the history of psychology not only from the readings and from the
instructor, but also through interactions with your colleagues. spoken rehearsal and verbal discrimination
learning - h. l. hollingworth, the psychology of the audience (new york, 1935); benton j. under-wood,
"articulation in verbal learning," jour- ... sponse "may be thought of as a pro-nouncing of the c item explicitly or
implicitly."7 while speech occurs overtly during the pronouncing response, it ap- the comparative variability
of the sexes at birth - male, and he thought that, since man is the superior animal, and ... "general
psychology," i9i4. 3 e. l. thorndike, educational psychology (i9io), p. 45. ... montague and professor h. l.
hollingworth of columbia univer- sity, who have read the manuscript and have made many valuable clinical
child psychology a qualitative investigation of ... - 130 clinical child psychology and psychiatry 22(1)
information was given by the researcher, the adolescent continued to be interested, an interview was
arranged. recruitment continued until data saturation was reached, meaning the researcher had gained an
adequate understanding of the concepts and themes that have emerged and no new princeton, feelings
smith, - scienceiencemag - psychology building of wittenbergcollege the dedication of the new chemistrypsychology building of wittenberg college, springfield, ohio, will take place on october 21. thededicatory
address for chemistry will be given by dr. edgar fahs smith, provost-emeritus of the university of pennsylvania,
and the dedicatory address for psychology by dr ... on the linguistics of dreams - pureg - i am now twenty
but in my dream thought myself a little girl. i went with my father to a ... a few such sayings are entered in h. l.
hollingworth's "the psychology of drowsi- ness," american journal of psychology, xxii (1911), 99-211. ...
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